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Abstract
We investigate the BRS invariance of the first-class constrained systems in the
context of the stochastic quantization. For the first-class constrained systems, we
construct the nilpotont BRS transformation and the BRS invariant stochastic effective action based on the D+l dimensional field theoretical formulation of stochastic
quantization. By eliminating the multiplier field of the gauge fixing condition and
an auxiliary field, it is shown that there exists a truncated BRS transformation
which satisfies the nilpotency condition. The truncated BRS invariant stochastic
action is also derived. As the examples of the general formulation, we investigate the BRS invariant structure in the massless and massive Yang-Mills fields in
stochastic quantization.
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1. Introduction
Stochastic Quantization ( in short, SQ )

was first introduced by Parisi and

Wu as an interesting alternative quantization method. It has two advantages.
One is the manifest Lorentz covariance and the other is that the explicit gauge
fixing procedure is not necessary for the quantization of gauge fields. The manifest
Lorentz covariance in SQ is expected to provide a new approach to the quantization
method of the second-class constrained systems. On the other hand, for the firstclass constrained systems, SQ of gauge fields has been investigated in connection
with the ordinary quantization method in which the well-known Faddeev-Popov
determinant factor : appears.
SQ is originally formulated by the Langevin equation coupled with the white
noise which is appropriate for the numerical calculation, while not so suitable for
the investigation of the symmetry properties of the system ( for example, renormalizability, unitarity, spontaneous symmetry breakdown, etc ) ' . To investigate
these symmetry properties, SQ is reformulated by an action principle, that is. an
effective action is introduced '' which is directly connected with the Fokker-Planck
equation for the probability distribution functional. Based on the stochastic action, SQ is interpreted as a D+l dimensional field theory which also enables us to
introduce a canonical formulation in SQ bv regarding the fctitious time as the time
coordinate in the canonical formulation. Furthermore, recently the BRS invariant formulation is introduced for SQ of Yang-Mills field and the Ward-Takahashi
identity in SQ is in\'estigatefl'*"'J . The main advantage of this approach is that
the field theoretical tools developed in the ordinary quantization method are casilj
applied for SQ.
The purpose of this paper is to construct the BRS invariant formulation of SQ,
that is. we formulate the BRS transformation which satisfies the nilpolency condition and the BRS invariant stochastic action for the general first-cla.»s constrained
systems. We clarify the BRS structure in SQ based on the canonical formulation
of SQ which is powerful to investigate the algebraic structure of the firsr-rlass
constrained systems.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first briefly review the construction of the stochastic action and the canonical formulation of SQ. Secondly,
we show that there exist a conserved charge in the sense of the fictitious time development provided that the classical action is invariant under the fictitious time
independent local gauge transformation. We also clarifies the condition of the firstclass constraint by using the conserved charge. In section 3, we show that there
exists an extended local gauge symmetry which is dependent on the fictitious time
by constructing the invariant stochastic action. In section 4, we formulate the nilpotent BRS transformation and the BRS invariant stochastic action. We show that
there are two type of the nilpotent BRS transformations. One is the extended BRS
transformation which is a generalization of the well-known BRS transformation'111'1
in the ordinary quantization method. The other is the truncated BRS transformation. By eliminating the auxiliary field which is introduced as a multiplier field
(or ike constraint and the multiplier field for the gauge fixing condition in the
extended BRS transformation, we show that there remains the truncated BRS
transformation which also satisfies the nilpotency condition. The section 5 and
6 are devoted to the application of the general formulation of the first-class constrained systems. As the examples, we consider the massless Yang-Mills field in
section 5 and the massive Yang-Mills field in section 6. The section 7 is devoted to
discussions. In the appendix, we show that the ordinary distribution functional in
the path-integral formulation including the Faddeev-Popov determinant factor is
obtained as the equilibrium distribution functional of the Fokker-Planck equation.

2. The Basic Concepts
We first give a general description of the first-cfass constrained systems by
introducing a canonical formulation in SQ.
We start from a Langevin equation,
7 4 = —3"T + *lA*
d(
l
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(2.1)

which describes a quantum mechanical system. S. is the classical Euclidean action
of the system. The dot ( • ) denotes the derivative with respect to the fictitious
time, t. The capital Roman subscript denotes the whole set of indices ( including
the spacetime coordinates in the case of a quantum field theoretical system ). The
expectation value of an observable O(q) is given by

where q£ is the solution of the Langevin equation (2.1).
An effective stochastic action is defined from the Langevin equation (2.1) by
inserting the unity,

^

- "A>det<

into the following generating functional of the white noise.

{2A)

where
K s

o -PjJ>A

+ i'>Ali* + ^ l

(2.5)

III the functional Z in (2.4), we have omitted the source term of the white noise.
The auxiliary field, pA, is introduced as an integration variable to represent the
^-functional in (2.3).
In orcler to investigate the algebraic structure of the constrained systems, it is
useful to introduce a canonical formulation in SQ. By regarding (2.5} as a Legendre

transformation (qA, qA) — (qA,pA),

we obtain a hamiltonian formulation"' .

(2.6)

as.
"O'WA-'PA
with

(2.7)
The equations of motion are given by

(2.8)

which are equivalent to the variation of the stochastic action (2.5).
For the case of non-constrained systems, it is well-known that the determinant
factor in (2.4) can also be brought into the effective stochastic action by using
Grassmannian variables C. and CA,
8

%l

OqAdqB

cB)

'

(2.9)

The effective stochastic action (2.9) has the supersymnietry 8 defined by

V = i(CA,
fCA = 0,
(2.10)

which, first discussed in connection with the mechanism of the dimensional reduction'*1
. comes from the fact that the Langevin equation (2.)) is coupled with the white
noisp. On (he other hand, in the first-class constrainpd systems, we will show in
the following three sections, that there exists a BRS-type supersymmetry instead
of (2.10).

Now let us consider constrained systems, that is, the case where the classical
action S. is invariant under the infinitesimal local gauge transformation
6qA = E*aa,

(2.11)

where aa is a transformation parameter which is assumed to be independent of the
fictitious time. E* is a function of qs.

The invariance of the classical action is

expressed as

Here we define the local gauge transformation of p

The transformation property of pA is defined to be equivalent to that of ^jf from
the commutation relation (2.7), that is, pA — —i-gpt- The commutation relation
(2.7) is invariant under the transformation (2.11) and (2.13).
The stochastic action KinlI corresponding to A'o in (2.5) is denned so as to be
invariant under the transformation (2.11) and (2.13) by introducing a metric GAB
as follows ;

where the transformation of the metric GAB is defined by

(2.15) implies that the metric GAB must satisfy the equation

This is interpreted as follows. Let us consider *h; configuration space, that is a
manifold {?' 4 .C? 4B }. which is specified by the coordinates qA and the metric (7

fl

(

GAg is the inverse matrix of GAB ). The equation (2.16) implies that the functional
EA is the Killing vectors on the manifold. As we will show in the following section,
the metric GAB is trivial in the case of massless Yang-Mills field. On the other
hand, for the massive Yang-Mills field, we will construct thfl metric GAB from the
variable qA explicitly and show its transformation property (2.15).
Since the transformation parameter a" in (2.11) is independent of the fictitious
time, there exists the conserved charge,
Q(a) = i[Sq*)pA = iEfpAa\

(2.17)

which generates the transformations (2.11), (2.13) and (2.15),

(2.13)
6pA = [<?(<*), pj,
by the canonical commutation relation (2.7). From (2.15) and (2.16), it is clear
that the charge consistently generates the transformation of the metric GAB
6GAB = [Q(a),GAB].

(2.19)

It is also easy to check explicitly that the fictitious time development is generated
by the hamiltonian which is denned from the invariant stochastic action (2.1-4),

where G s detG . „ . We note that the operator ordering is important ( p

is

identified to the differential operator p 4 = —ig|i ), that is, (2.20) implies that the
derivative with respect loqA is the covariant derivative on the manifold {qA, G , „}.
The equations of motion,
7

~~

"""•* '

(2.21)

which arc equivalent to the variation of the stochastic action (2.1-1) due to (he
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Killing vector equation " (2.16.), justifies the conservation of the charge

Q(c,) = [Hinv,Q(a)} = 0,

(2.22)

in the present canonical formulation of SQ.
The situation which we have explained above corresponds to the Ao = 0 gauge
case in the ordinary canonical quantization of Yang-Mills field. In that case, there
remains a residual local gauge symmetry associated with the transformation parameter which is independent of the ( true ) time coordinates, and the generators
of the residual gauge symmetry have a closed algebra. In the analogy of the Ao = 0
gauge case in the ordinary quantization method, we here restrict ourselves to the
case in which the generators (2.17) have the closed algebra

W..QJ = <&«?c-

(2.23)

where ucab is the " structure constant w. We assume that the structure constant tt^b
is independent of qA and pA. Note that the little Roman subscript also includes
the spacetime coordinates in the case of a quantum field theoretical system. The
closed algebra (2.23) is equivalent to the condition

on the function E* in (2.11). We call this type of the constraint (2.23) or the
condition (2.24) as the first-class constraint in SQ. We will see, for the case of
the massive Yang-Mills field, that a nonlinear function E'* appears satisfying (he
condition (2.2-1).
Here we comment on the improvement of the stochastic action (2.1-1). We
introduce the metric GAB and GAB by the invariance principle of the stochastic
action based on the canonical formulation of SQ. The Fokker-Planck equation which

is obtained from the stochastic hamilIonian (2.20)

is manifestly invariant under the fictitious time independent local gauge transformation (2.11). A similar improvement of the Fokker-Planck equation and the
corresponding Langevin equation are discussed in connection with the general covariance of the Fokker-Planck equation under the general coordinate transformation
qA'

__ / A '(g) t 1 0 ""' . In these cases, however, the conditions (2.16) and (2.2-1) which

are essential for the first-class constrained systems in 5Q have never clarified.
In this section, we define the first-class constrained system in the context of
stochastic quantization. In the ordinary quantization method, the constraints arise
from the definition of the canonical momentum variables and the consistency condition of the constraints. On the other hand, in SQ, since the canonical momentum
p, is introduced artificially in the canonical formulation , the closure of the constraint algebra (2.23) is assumed as the condition of the first-class constraints. This
is the characteristic feature of the constrained systems in 5Q.
To summarize, for the constrain -\ system which is invariant under the local
gauge Transformation (2.11) in which the functional E£ satisfies the condition
(2.24), we always construct a local gauge invariant stochastic action (2.1-1) by
solving the " Killing vector equation " (2.16) with respect to the metric GAB.

In

the following section, we show that there exists an extended local gauge symmetry
in the first-class constrained systems by adding the conserved charge (2.17) to the
stochastic action (2.14).
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3. The Extended Local Gauge Symmetry in SQ
Following to the basic formulation of the first-class constrained systems in the
previous section, we construct an extended stochastic action which has an extended
local gauge symmetry with the fictitious time dependent gauge transformation
parameter by introducing a multiplier field cifl of the constraint.
We define an extended stochastic action

where A",

fry

is defined in

*). Q{<j>) is obtained by changing the gauge param-

a

eter a to the auxiliary fit! A $a in (2.16). We consider the gauge transformation
{2.11), (2.13) and (2.15) with the fictitious time dependent gauge transformation
parameter aa = aa(t). The variation of the extended stochastic action (3.1) is
A

6K

= Q{a -[axe]-

6<i>).

where
[a x (ff = u."bcab^.

(3.3)

From (3.2), we find that the extended stochastic action (3.1) is invariant under the
fictitious time dependent local gauge transformation provided that the auxiliary
field p d is transformed as
W = a" - [a x ei]a.

(3-1)

We note here that the only necessary condition for the existence of this extender!
local gauge symmetr, is the closure of the algebra (2.23) for the conserved charge
or equivalrntly the condition (2.2-1).
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In the appendix. We show thai, under the special choice of the auxiliar> field
<?", the following Fokker-Planck equation derived from the stochastic action (3 I)

where dA denotes the derivative with respect to the variable q*. gives Ihe wellknown distribution functional including the Faddeev-Pcpov determinant factor as
the equilibrium distribution functional.

4. BRS Invariance in the Extended Stochastic Action
and the Consistent Truncal ion of the Auxiliary Fields
In this section, we formulate an extended BRS invariant stochastic action based
on the extended local gauge invariance in the previous section. We also consider a
consistent truncation of the auxiliary fields of the BRS transformation
The extended BRS transformation is constructed from the extended local gauge
transformation by replacing

where € is a Ciassmannian constant. C is the Faddwv- Popov ghost field. The
extended BRS transformation is given by
*.«

' -

[ c x

^ -

<«,

Wo nole that the BRS I ransforni.il ion of the metric CAB. corrcsponiling to( 1 1"»). i>
ithiuccd by the BRS transformation of qA since the metric C!AB i> not a fundamental
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variable but the solution of the Killing vector equation (2.16) as a function o(qA. It
is easy to show the nrlpotency of the extended BRS transformation (4.2) by using
the relation (2.24) and the Jacobi identity of the generators in (2.17) and (2.23).
Since the extended BRS transformation (4-2) : s % D+1 dimensional generalization of the ordinary BRS transformation
variable p

* , except that the canonical momentum

is in*ljd**d. the BRS invariant stochastic action is constructed as fol-

lows. Let fa

be a gauge fixing function which is a functional of the variables

qA, p ,. c*a and Ba. The BRS invariant gauge fixing term and Faddeev-Popov ghost
term is given by

where vBliS is defined by &BRS — ^'BRS-

^ e °btain the extended BRS invariant

stochastic action
(4.4)

From the practical point of view, since (4-2) includes many auxiliary fields,
^ Bus ' s r a t n e r complex than the BRS invariant action in the ordinary quantization
method. Here we consider a consistent truncation of the auxiliary field c*a and the
multiplier field Ba in (4.2) to remain a nilpotent BRS transformation. To do this,
we consider a special choice of the gauge fixing function

Fa = <? - \a.

(4.5)

\ " is a funriion of only qA. KGp>pp ' s reduced to

— [(. X OJ - y - j A 6 t ).
W'p use tlio or|uations of motion for 6a and 5 a for the consistent truncation of th<*
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extended BRS transformation.

Ba + iCf'u^ - E$vA = 0,

(4.7

° ~ X" = 0.
Substituting the equations of motion into the BRS transformation (4.2), we have
a truncated BRS transformation

QfB

y£'B*-

(48)

Note that the nilpotency of the truncated BRS transformation is easily shown
without use of the equations of motion. It is also interesting that the truncated
BRS transformation is independent of the gauge fixing function \a after eliminating
the multiplier field Ba.
The truncated BRS invariant stochastic action is obtained by integrating out
the auxiliary fields B^ and i" successively in the extended BRS invariant stochastic
action (4.4).

'

<V

'

'

(4.9)

From (4.9). we find that A' fl _. is invariant under the truncated BRS transformation
(4.8) by noting
(BRSUp ,iA + C\C'") = 0.

(110)

Now \v<1 derive the corresponding BRS charge. The BRS charges *.2«w . for the
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truncated BRS transformation (4.8) c.re defined by
QBRS = {fBKS ,A)pA + i{S'BRS

C')Ca,
(4.11)

The BRS charge correctly generates the truncated BRS transformation with the
commutation relations

W,C) = -a|.
As we have shown in (2.17), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) that the canonical formulation is consistent with the action principle of SQ in the local gauge invariant
formulation if we are careful for the operator ordering. By a similar fashion, in
the case of the BRS invariant formulation, it is possible to show explicitly that the
charge QBRS is conserved by regarding the BRS invariant stochastic action (4.9) ar.
the Legendere transformation {qA,qA,C',Ca}

-~ {qA,PA.C'.Ca\.

(4.9) implies

that the BRS invariant stochastic hamiltonian is given by

where Hjm is given in (2.20).
The BRS invariant stochastic action KBRS

in (4.9) and the stochastic hamil-

tonian (4.13) are obviously invariant under the scale transformation of the ghost
fields.
* C = pC°,
' -

(4.M)

The invariance implies that the ghost number charge

s. Tile BRS charge (1.11) aiul the ghost number charge (I.Hi) satisfy Hie
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well-known algebra

We comment here the canonical formulation o{ the extended BRS invariant
stochastic action (-1.4). If we want to impose a commutation relation between 0"
and Ba, we must consider a gauge fixing function which includes ^ a ; however, in
this case we have a Faddeev-Popov term which includes C". This implies that,
for taking the stochastic action as a Legendere transformation of a corresponding
hamiltonian formulation, it is natural to consider the truncated version of the BRS
transformation. Although we can construct a canonical formulation of the extended
BRS invariant stochastic action in principle, we consider the truncated version of
the BRS transformation by taking the minimal principle for the auxiliary fields
in the following sections. It is also clear from the truncated BRS transformation
(4.8) that the stochastic quantization enlarge the phase space artificially by introducing the canonical momentum fields and then confine the auxiliary fields in the
sense of Kugo-Ojima's quartet mechanism1"' which, in the case of the present BRS
invariant stochastic quantization, realized in the artificially enlarged phase space
{qA,pA.C,C,}

based on the nilpotency of ihe BRS transformation (4.8).

5. BRS Invariance of the Massless Yang-Mills Field in SQ
Based on the general formulation of the BRS symmetry in SQ, as a simple
example, we investigate the BRS symmetry in the case of the massless Yang-Mills
field. The classical gauge invariant action is given by

where ,1 x . I / =
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We start from the Langevin equation

A'^D^

+ r,;,

(nil*. t)il(*'. i')) = 2<° V*°<* - x')S{t - (').
To derive the stochastic action corresponding to (2.5), we note that the determinant
factor vanishes in this case, that is

The reason is that there is no local gauge invariant combination which is at most
second order with respect to the field variable <4£.
The stochastic action corresponding to (2.5) is given by

*{ - xft + i*l(Al - D^)).

(5.4)

A'J J1' is invariant under the fictitious time independent local gauge transformation.

SAl = D^a" = da" + Avx a",
(5.5)

ftrj = i, x a'.
The generator Q{n) of (5.5) is

Q(a) = i j^xD^'Wiftx),

(5.6)

where the gauge transformation parameter a°{x) is independent of the fictitious
time. By \ising the commutation relation,
[*;(*). Aitx')] = -iS'iSlu,SD(x

- x').

(5.7)

it is easy t o see tliat t h e generator Q{a) satisfies
[<?(*,).(?(«,)] = 0 ( « , x a , ) .

(5.8)

From (5.8). ivo find that the structure constant f'li>r corresponds to I lit* " >trncl nro
o n s l . i n t " K^J in (2.20). Since the mr-lric GA" in (2. II) which satisfies (->. lu) is A ' "
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in the case of the massless Yang-Mills field, we identify KQM as the fictitious time
independent stochastic action A'£J' corresponding to (2.H), that is, A'£J' = K%M

To obtain the extended local gauge transformation, we introduce an auxiliary
field $°(x,t).

From (3.1), we define

t-

D

,

which is invariant under the fictitious time dependent local gauge transformation

6A\ = D^a" = da" + J , x a",
Sir" = i) x a°,

(5.10)

6<t>" = a° + <j> x a°.
The extended BRS transformation is obtained by replacing aa — ieca

The extendpcl BRS in\*ariant stochastic action is

K = Kyj?+6'Bllsiic'F').

(5.12)

where F d is a gauge fixing function.
By using the field equations which are obtained hy the variation of Qa and
B", we can take a consistent truncation of the auxiliary fields as explained in the
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previous section. To truncate (5.11), we consider a special choice of the gauge
fixing function
Fa = ta-ad,,Al,

(5.13)

where a is introduced as a gauge parameter. Fy integrating the auxiliary fields Ba
and <j>" successively, we have

(5.14) is invariant under the following truncated BRS transformation

The extended BRS transformtion (5.11) and the truncated one (5.15) are discussed in ref.[6] and ref.[5], respectively, though the relation between the two BRS
transformations are not clarified. We here note thai the truncated BRS transformation (5.15) is also obtained if we chose Fa = <t>a — \ ° with the arbitrary function
\' = \'(A).
The BRS charge for the truncated BRS transformation (5.15) is given by

(5.16)

The BRS charge generates (5.15) with the commutation relation (5.8) and
{i?V).rV)} = -if'b8D{x - x1).

(5.17)

III section '1. we introduce the metric O*B for the invariance of the stochastic
action under the local gauge transformation As we have shown in this section, in
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thecaseofthemassless Yang-Mills field, the metric GAB is trivial, i.e. GAB = bAB.
In the following section, as a nontrivial example, we investigate the massive YangMills field based on the BRS invariant formulation of the stochastic quantization.

6. BRS Invariance of the Massive Yang-Mills Field in SQ
The classical action of the massive Yang-Mills Reid is given by

where the auxiliary field A"^ is introduced to make the classical action invariant
under the local gauge transformation. The simplest way to determine the transformation property of the auxiliary field is to define A"^ as a pure gauge field1"1

A' =U-xdJL\

US
where we use the notation B = 9aTa. The anti-hermite matrix. Ta. is the generator
of the Lie algebra.

[ra.T*] = / fl6r r.
tr(T*Tb) = ~2Sab.
The local gauge transformation of the Yang-Mills field .4^ = A^Ta is defined by

'64)

= «„<> +[••»„• °1with *• = f **. If we define the local gauge transformation <if ihp auxiliar> field S in
(G.I) by

we have

Now it is obvious that the classical action (6.1) is invariant uridrr th

transformations (6.4) and (6.5).
Since, for the field variable A1^, the local gauge transformation is the same as
that of the Yang-Mills field case, we concentrate on the investigation of the transformation property of the auxiliary field 9" in (6.2). The local gauge transformation
of 9" (6.5) is written in the infinitesimal form

6Sa = L%9)a\x),

(6.7)

where Z a t is introduced as the inverse of the matrix K\ : KacLcb = 6f

i

(6.8)

By the definition, K^ is written by A'J = A ' ^ f l 6 . Since A'_ is a pure gauge field,
its field strength vanishes giving the condition

QhK\ - d,K\ + }ai'K\K\

= 0,

(6.9)

where <!)„ denotes ^ . The inverse matrix L"b satisfies a similar equation

-(ddi\)Ldc

+ [ddL\)Ldb

= SihcL\.

(6.10)

This is just the condition (2.2-1) which, as we have shown in section 3 and 4,
atilomalically guarantees the existence of the ntlpotent BRS transformation in SQ
anil the BRS invariance of the stochastic action. In the ordinary quantization
miMhntl. eqs.(6.9) and (6.10) are also the fundamental equations for the existence
1

""" 1

Our next task is to construct the metric tensor GA^ ( or G . _ ) in (2.15). To do
lliis. we must obtain the solution of the Killing vector equation (2.16). Fortunately,
in the rase of the massive Yang-Mills field, it is easy to find the metric GAB ivhirl)
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satisfies (2.16). Let us define
G" =

L\L\.

(6.11)

which satisfies C ' G ^ = 4j. By the help of the equations (6.9) and (6.10). we have
SGab =

dcGaiL'daJ,
c

= G' (dcLhd)ad
SG

d & L <

+

Gc\dcL"d)ad,

d

(6.12)

(6.12) implies that the metrices (6.11) satisfy the Killing vector equation.
Before constructing the BRS invariant stochastic action, we confirm the correspondence between the formulation in section 2 and the result in this section. The
configuration space {qA} is defined by {qA} = {AJ(z),0"(i)}. The metric is given
by
\

/ o—o,.,,

u

\

(6.13)

J
G.
AB

In this manifold. {E?aa}

= {D^a'ix),

L " t » V ) } ate the Killing vectors

Espe-

cially, we note that E* satisfies the condition for the closure of the constraints
(2.24).
For the canonical formulation, we introduce the field variable, irjr).
canonical momentum of 9a.

as the

Then the canonical momentum space is given l>y

{p 4 } = {JT-J(Z), *„(*)}• The conserved charge defined in (2.17) is given by

(a) S i fdDx{SAl[x)irH
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The charge satisfies

by the help of (6.10).
To give the local gauge invariant stochastic action, we note that the multiplier
field 0'1 in (3.1) is also sufficient in the case of the massive Yang-Mills field. The
invariant stochastic action lor massive Yang-Mills field which is invariant under the
fictitious time independent local gauge transformation is given by

A.',- D^

+ mHAl-

K\d/))
(6.16)

where

D^Al = d,Al + / afcr A**,d,^J-

(6.17)

We also obtain the invariant action under the fictitious time dependent local gauge
transformation
,

„

„ .

r4

,,„

(6-'»)

Since the structure constant is / " ' ' in the case of the massive Yang-Mills field, the
transformation of the auxiliary field o" is the same as that given in (5.11) for the
fictitious time dependent local gauge transformation.
Now we clarify the BRS structure of the massive Yang-Mills field in SQ. The
extended BRS I ransformation is given by (5.11) and

(6.19)

By using the Range fixing function \ a = \"(--l |t .S), we choose Fa ~ Oa— \ a in (o.-i)
t<> fninrafo <ho oxtondpef BRS transfarniatinn. The truncated BRS transformation
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6

BRS B° ~

itL

Vt-

**

a

"J c * °•
6

BRS

The BRS transformation is, of course, nilpotent S2BRS = 0. The ( truncated ) BRS
invariant stochastic action is given by

where ftinv is defined in (6.16).
In this section, we showed that the metric GAB, which is introduced in the
general formulation of the local gauge invariant stochastic action, is really exists
satisfying the Killing vector equation (2.16) as a nontrivial function of qA in the
case of the massive Yang-Mills field. Especially, in this case, the function K\ and
L"b play the role of the " Vielbein " clearly shown in (6.11).
It is also possible to derive the Ward-Tafcahashi identities based on the truncated BRS transformation (6.20), how.ver, it is obvious from the power counting
that the massive Yang-Mills theory is perturbatively unrenormalizable in the sense
of the loop expansion in SQ.
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7. Discussions
In the paper, we constructed the BRS invariant formulation for the stochastic
quantization of the general first-class constrained systems. We showed that there
exists the extended BRS transformation (4.2) which is an D+l dimensional field
theoretical analogue of the well-known BRS transformation in the ordinary quantization method. By eliminating the two auxiliary fields, we showed that there
remains the truncated BRS transformation (i.8) which is also nilpotent. We also
found the systematic method to construct the truncated BRS invariant stochastic action. As the application of the general formulation, we clarified the BRS
invariance in the massless and massive Yang-Mills fields in SQ
In the general formulation of the local gauge invariant stochastic action, we
introduced the metric G ,„ in the configuration space {<jA}- By using the metric,
we proposed the geometric interpretation of the first-class constraint systems. That
is, from the condition (2.1f), the functional EA of the local gauge transformation
in (2.11) is just the Killing vector in the manifold of the configuration which is
specified by l ? ' 1 . ^ - } , From the fact that the local gauge invariant stochastic
hamiltonian (2.20) is written in the form of the covariant derivative with respect
to qA in the manifold
stochastic hamiltonian

is almost invariant under the general coordinate transformation qA — qA — fA (q)
in the manifold {q- ,G ,„} provided that the distribution functional V is regarded
as a scalar quantity. The invariance, however, is broken by the term | ^ in the
stochastic hamiltonian since the classical action is not invariant under the arbitrary
transformation qA — qA — fA (q). The invariance of the Fokker- Planck equation
is only realized in (lie special case in which the direction of the coordinate transformation is given by the Killing vector, that is. qA — qA' = qA + EA{q)cta. This
is an interesting geometrical interpretation of the first-class constrained systems in
the context of the stochastic quantization.
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There remains many open questions in SQ. One of the most important problems
is how to derive the S-matrix in SQ. Since there is no concept corresponding to
the asymptotic state with respect to the ( true ) time coordinate in spacetime. it
is difficult to define the S-matrix in the present BRS invariant formulation of the
stochastic quantization. The BRS invariant formulation of SQ is also applicable to
the gravitational field. The analysis is to be published in elsewhere.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix. We prove that, with an appropriate choice of the auxiliary
field <?a as & functional of gA, the Fokker-Planck equation which is derived from the
stochastic action (3.1) gives the distribution functional including the well-known
Faddeev- Popov determinant factor as the equilibrium distribution functional.
We consider the Fokker-Planck equation. As we have noted in (2.20). in order
to derive the hamiltonian operator from the stochastic action (i.\).

we must be

careful to the operator ordering. The Fokker-Planck equation derived from the
stochastic action (3.1) is given by
V = -TCP,
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ifold iiA'GAB)

w tn

'

respect to the variable qA, respectively. We note that the

Killing vector equation (2.16) implies
VAE* = 0,

(8.2)

then the last term in (A.I) is rewritten by E*dA<t>a.
The equilibrium distribution functional satisfies
(8.3)
We expect thai, under the suitable choice of the auxiliary field <t>a as a function of
tjA. the equilibrium distribution is given by the well-known functional1" .

TF_p = j e - s " - S r - - ,
where f denotes JPBVCVC.

5f

p

(8.4)

denotes the gauge fixing term and the Faddeev-

Popov determinant term;

=-

^

- \[C x C\°JL + Eic-jL.

,8.5,

where \ " , a function of only qA, denotes the gauge filing function. The operator
&Bns is the generator of the BRS transformation1""" in the ordinary quantization
method which satisfies the nilpotency condition.
Now we prove that the equilibrium distribution functional is given by VFp in
(A.4) if we chose

O" = - J C°VA(dAFe-s"')V£p,

(8.6)

where Stfl[ = S. + Sp p- By inserting (A.A) and (A.6) into the equation (A.3). we
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have

(8.7)

By integrating by parts with respect to the variables Ca and Ba in (A.T), we finally
obtain

)f
(8.8)
From the Killing vector equation (2.16), we find that the functional 7> _ is really
an equilibrium distribution functional under the special choice of the auxiliary field
<J" in (A.I). The above proof is the generalization of the Yang-Mills case'" 1 "" . In
the Yang-Mills case, it is not necessary to introduce the metric GAB •
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